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HIGH COURT OF AUSTRALIA 

FRENCH CJ, 
GUY!MOW, HAYNE, HEYDON, CRENNAN, KIEFEL AND BELL JJ 

MINISTER FOR IMMIGRATION AND CITIZENSHIP APPELLANT 

AND 

SZIAI AND ANOR RESPONDENTS 

A1inister.for Immigration and Citizenship v SZIAI 
f2009] HCA 39 
23 September 2009 
S37/2009 

ORDER 

1. Appeal allowed. 

2. Set aside orders 1 to 5 of the orders made by the Federal Court of Australia on 8 September 
2008, and in lieu thereof order that: 

(a) order 2 <~/the orders made by the Federal A1agistrates Court o{Australia on 18 June 
2008 be set aside; and 

(b) the appeal be othern·ise dismissed. 



3. Appellant to pa_v the costs ofthefirst respondent's appeal to this Court. 

On appeal from the Federal Court of Australia 

Representation 

S J Gagel er SC, Solicitor-General of the Commonwealth with GT Johnson and GR 
Kennett for the appellant and for the Attorney-General of the Commonwealth intervening 
(instructed by Australian Government Solicitor) 

N J Williams SC with AM Mitchelmore for the first respondent (instructed by Dobbie and Devine 
Immigration Lawyers Pty Ltd) 

Submitting appearance for the second respondent. 

Notice: This copy of the Court's Reasons for Judgment is subject to fonnal revision prior to 
publication in the Commonwealth Law Reports. 

CATCH\VORDS 

Minister for Immigration and Citizenship v SZIAI 

Immigration- Refugees - Review by Refugee Review Tribunal ("RRT") - \.Yhether 
failure to make certain inquiries was unreasonable or constituted failure to conduct 
review within meaning of 1vfigration Act 19.58 (Cth), s 411- Whether failure to inquire 
constituted jurisdictional error. 

Immigration - Refugees - Review by RRT - Where RRT received allegation that 
documents provided by visa applicant were "fake & forged", invited applicant to 
comment in writing, but failed to invite him to further hearing - -whether such failure 
amounted to denial of procedural fairness, breach of Jvfigratio_n Actl958, s 425, or failure 
to conduct review within meaning of A1ie:ration Act 1258, s 414 - Whether allegation of 
forgery raised new "issue" within meaning of lvfigrmion Ac:tJ_958_, s 425. 

Words and phrases - ''failure to inquire", "inquisitorial", "issues", "procedural fairness", 
"reviev/'. 

Alig_r_ctti0_n -'1-ctJ9_i8 (Cth), :3S__:l_l4, 424, 424A, 425. 

FRENCH CJ, GUMM OW, HAYNE, CRENNAN, KIEFEL AND BELL JJ. 

Introd~cti911 



1. The functions, powers and duties of the Refugee Review Tribunal ("the Tribunal") are set out in 
7 of the 1vfigrq,tionAcU5)_58 (Cth) ("the Migration Act"). \Vhen the Tribunal receives a valid 

application for the review of an "RRT-reviewable decision" under the Migration Act, it must 
review that decision!lJ. The class of "RRT-reviewable decisions" includes decisions by 
delegates of the Minister for Immigration and Citizenship ("the Minister") refusing the grant of 
protection visasJ2j. In the exercise of its review function, the Tribunal may obtain such 
information as it considers relevantQl In this sense it has an inquisitorial function. That does 
not, however, impose upon it a general duty to undetiake its own inquiries in addition to 
information provided to it by the applicant and otherwise under the ActHl 

2. In this case the Federal Court, on appeal from the Federal Magistrates Court, quashed a 
decision of the Tribunal on the eIToneous basis that it had committed jurisdictional eITor by 
unreasonably failing to undetiake its own inquiries into ce1iain matters. Those matters related 
to the authenticity of documents, provided by the applicant for review, which had been 
impugned by third party infonnation of which the applicant had been given notice, and to 
which he had replied in writingJS_]. The Minister's appeal against the decision of the Federal 
Court must be allowed. A contention that the Tribunal had a duty to invite the applicant for 
review to an additional hearing to deal with the third party information is rejected. 

Factual and procedural history, 

3. On 11 February 2008, the Tribunal affim1ed a decision of a delegate of the Minister to refuse a 
protection visa to SZIAI, a citizen of Bangladesh. SZIAI claimed to have conve1ied from the 
Sunni Muslim faith to become an Ahmadiyya Muslim. He said he had been an active Ahmadi 
and had been the subject of threats, including threats to his life, from Sunni Muslims. He 
claimed to have a well-founded fear of persecution if he were to return to Bangladesh. 

4. In coming to its decision, the Tribunal had regard to a letter from the Ahmadiyya Muslim 
Association Australia Inc ("the Association") responding to an inquiry from the Tribunal about 
whether SZIAI was known to the Ahmadiyya Muslim Jamaat in Bangladesh ("AMJ 
Bangladesh"}[(i_j. The Tribunal had sent to the Association copies and translations of certificates 
produced to it by SZIAI and signed by persons purportedly associated with the Ahmadiyya 
Muslim Jamaat at Khulna. One of the certificates said that SZIAI had joined the Jamaat there 
on 1 January 2000. Both certificates said that he had taken a responsible role in the Jamaat and 
was always engaged in its activities. Both ce1iificates bore mobile telephone numbers, 
apparently those of their authors. 

5. The Association responded to the Tribunal by letter dated 10 January 2008 advising that it had 
received information from the AMJ Bangladesh. It enclosed a letter signed by Mobasherur 
Rahman, the National Ameer of the AMJ Bangladesh. That letter said, inter alia: 

"Please refer to your letter No 386 dt 25.11.07 regarding [SZIAI]. For your 
kind information on enquiry our Khulna Jamaat informed me that they could 
not find out any such name in their record. Both the certificates submit by 
him are fake & forged. Moreover as you know local Ameer/Presidents can 
only issue certificates for transfer of a member from one local Jamaat to 
other Jamaats within the country. Only National Ameer can issue a 
certificate for international travel/transfer of a member." 

6. On 14 January 2008 the Tribunal, acting under :;_424A of the Migration Act, sent a lengthy 
letter to SZIAI's solicitors inviting him to "comment on information that the Tribunal considers 
would, subject to any comments you make, be the reason, or a part of the reason, for affirming 
the decision under review." A number of matters were identified. One of those matters was the 
letter from the National Ameer. A copy was enclosed. The Tribunal said in its letter that the 
advice from the National Ameer might lead it to conclude that there was no truth to SZIAI's 
claims of fear of persecution by reason of his religion ifhe were to return to Bangladesh. 



7. SZIAI's solicitors wrote back to the Tribunal on 29 January 2008 saying: 

"We refer to the RRT's recent conespondence, inviting comment in relation 
to inforn1ation received that suggests that the applicant is not an Ahmadi. 
We are instructed to inform the RRT that the applicant disagrees ,vith the 
information forwarded and states that he is an Ahmadi. He cannot, however, 
otherwise prove that to be so. 
If you have any enquiries please contact me." 

8. In its reasons for decision the Tribunal referred to the conespondence from the Association and 
the letter from the National Ameer. It set out what it had said to SZIAI in its letter of 
14 January 2008 and noted the response. Having regard to the infonnation referred to in its 
letter of 14 January 2008, the Tribunal concluded that SZIAI was not a witness of the truth and 
that there was no truth to the claims he had made in support of his application for a protection 
visa. 

9. An application for judicial review was dismissed by the Federal Magistrates Court on 18 June 
2008{7]. SZIAI appealed to the Federal Comi. On 8 September 2008, Flick J ordered that the 
appeal be allowed, the orders made in the Federal Magistrates Court be set aside, the decision 
of the Tribunal be quashed and the matter be remitted to the Tribunal to be determined 
according to law[SJ. Special leave to appeal against his decision was granted by this Court on 
13 February 2009. It was granted upon the undertaking by the Minister that he would not seek 
to displace the costs orders in favour of SZIAI in the Federal Comi and that he would bear the 
reasonable costs of SZIAI of this appeal, including the costs of the special leave application. 

Jhe reasoning in the Federal Court 

10. Flick J corre~tlys:~gh~\•t:ed any suggestion !hat the power of the Tribunal to make inquiries 
imposed upon it any duty or obligation to do sol2]. Hmvever he also said that "jurisdictional 
error may be exposed by a failure to inquire and that such a failure may render a decision 
manifestly unreasonable"UQ]. The circumstances in which a Tribunal decision would be set 
aside on such grounds might be "a confined category of case"fll]. 

11. His Honour was evidently satisfied that the case before him fell within such a category. The 
authenticity of the ce1iificates had been placed in issue by the information which the Tribunal 
had obtained from the Association. The issue to which they were directed was "centrally 
relevant to the decision reached''. He held ,vith "considerable reservation" that the Tribunal 
should have made an inquiry of the authors of the ce1iificatesl12J- He concluded that the 
Federal Magistrates Court had erred in not holding that the Tribunal's decision was vitiated by 
reason of its failure to make inquiries. 

The issues 

12. The questions raised by the grounds of appeal and by a notice of contention filed on behalf of 
SZIAI were: 

1. Whether the Tribunal had committed jurisdictional en-or by not making its own inquiries 
in relation to the allegation that the certificates provided by SZIAI were forgeries. 

2. Whether the Tribunal denied procedural fairness, failed to comply ,vith s425 of the 
Mi_gratio_QAct, or failed to conduct the review required by §4_1_4 in failing to invite SZIAI 
to a fm1her hearing following receipt of the allegation that the two documents provided 
by him to the Tribunal were "fake & forged". 

The jurisdic;tjon of th(; .F~d~r::11 M_agistrates Court 



13. The statutory jurisdiction of the Federal Magistrates Court is "the same original jurisdiction in 
relation to migration decisions as the High Court has under paragraph 75(v) of the 
Constitutio11"{13]. The Tribunal's decision was a ''migration decision"l14J. The Federal 
Magistrates Comi could therefore grant relief by way of prohibition or mandamus and, 
ancillary to such relief, could issue certiorari to quash the decision. However it could only do 
those things if the Tribunal was shown to have committed jurisdictional en-or[15J 

14. The scope of judicial review in respect of the decision of the Tribunal thus differed from that 
provided by§_) of the A_dtnini_stratfrc Decisi_Qns {Judicial Re1·iew) 1977 (Cth) (''the AJ)J_R 
Act'') where the grounds of review are laid out without confinement to "jurisdictional eITor". 
Some of the decisions relied upon in the Federal Comi turned upon the application of_§__:)_. 

15. It has, however, been said in this Courtllfil with reference to s 75(v) and jurisdictional eITor, 
that where a statutory power is conferred the legislature is taken to intend that the discretion be 
exercised reasonably. The argument in the present appeal proceeded on the footing that 
"Wednesbury unreasonableness"JJII could give rise to jurisdictional error. 

Tribunal inquiry and jurisdictional en-or 

16. SZIAI complained that failure by the Tribunal to inquire rendered its decision "manifestly 
unreasonable". That complaint involves several steps and assumptions. \Vas there an obligation 
or duty imposed by the Mi_grntion Act to make the inquiries in question? If so, was there 
deficiency in process which was so linked to the decision reached as to make it manifestly 
unreasonable? 

17. It was not contended at any stage of this litigation that the Tribunal was obliged to exercise the 
power conferred bys 42_4 of the Migration Act to "get any infon11ation that it considers 
relevant" and no other specific source of such an obligation was identified. Rather, reliance was 
placed upon what was said to be the "inquisit01ial". nature of proceedings in the Tribunal. 

18. It has been said in this Court on more than one occasion that proceedings before the Tribunal 
are inquisitorial, rather than adversarial in their general character[18}. There is no joinder of 
issues as understood between parties to adversarial litigation. The word "inquisitorial" has been 
used to indicate that the T1ibunal, which can exercise all the powers and discretions of the 
primary decision-maker,j19] is not itself a contradictor to the cause of the applicant for review. 
Nor does the primary decision-maker appear before the Tribunal as a contradictor. The relevant 
ordinary meaning of "inquisitorial" is "having or exercising the function of an inquisitor", that 
is to say "one whose official duty it is to inquire, examine or investigate"[20]. As applied to the 
Tribunal "inquisitorial" does not carry that full ordinary meaning. It merely delimits the nature 
of the Tribunal's functions. They are to be found in the provisions of the Migration Act. The 
core function, in the words of s4 l 4 of the Act, is to "review the decision" which is the subject 
of a valid application made to the Tribunal under s 4_12 of the Act. 

19. The observation in Applicant VEAL of 2002 v ~Ministerfe>r Immigration and A-Julticultural and 
Indigenous Ajfairs!21J that the Tribunal was "bound to make its own inquiries and fonn its own 
views upon the claim which the appellant made" LUI was inforn1ed by the context, which 
concerned the requirements, in the circumstances, of procedural fairness. The Com1 held that 
procedural fairness had required the Tribunal to tell the applicant the substance of certain 
allegations made against him by a third party and to ask him to respond to them[23J 

20. The failure of an administrative decision-maker to make inquiry into factual matters which can 
readily be determined and are of critical significance to a decision made under statutory 
authmity, has sometimes been said to support characterisation of the decision as an exercise of 
power so unreasonable that no reasonable person would have so exercised it. 

21. Observations by Wilcox Jin Prasad v A1inisterfor Immigration and Ethnic ,1ffctirs!2-11, which 
were said by his Honour to be tentative and unnecessary for the decision in the case, may 
support such a proposition. However, ·wilcox J was dealing with the grounds of review 
provided by :c:5 of the ADJR Act; in particular and ::;_:5.(2.}{g}, which he described as 
concerned with the manner of exercise of the power in question. Nevertheless, the inquiry 
under these provisions, as he framed it, was ultimately directed to the unreasonable exercise of 



a power within the meaning of par (g) of ~j_(_Z)_. 
22. The discussion by Wilcox J in Prasad has been adopted or cited in a number of later cases in 

the Federal Court. The decisions, not all of which were founded upon the ADJR Act, were 
collected by Kenny J in Afinisterf<Jr Immigration and Citizenship v LeI25J. In the course of 
deciding to grant prohibition and certiorari in Ex parte Helena Valley/Boya Association (Inc) 
[2_61, the Fu11 Court of the Supreme Court of\Vestern Australia cited Prasad as authority for the 
necessity for a decision-maker to make inquiries in order to discover appropriate material if it 
be readily available. 

23. The proposition which may emerge from Prasad has not been the subject of full consideration 
in this Court, whether in litigation under the ADJR Act, or any other statutory regime or under 
s 75(v) of the Constitution. Some observations by Mason CJ in Chan v Minister for 
Immigration and Ethnic Affairsf211 have been taken as an indication of a need for decision
makers to make inquiries in relation to claimed changes in the political circumstances in the 
home country of a person seeking protection as a refugee. However, the legal consequences of 
a failure to inquire were not discussed in that j udgment. In Ministerfor Immigration and Ethnic 
Affairs v TeohJ28_], Mason CJ and Deane J accepted the correctness of the approach in Prasad 
in "an appropriate case"[l2J. Teoh was not such a case as reliance was not placed on the ground 
of review under the ADJR Act which was considered in Prasad. McHugh J also made 
reference to Prasad and other Federal Court decisions to similar effect. But, like Mason CJ and 
Deane J, he found them inapplicable in Teohl3()_]. In Abebe v The Commonwealthf31J, 
Gummow and Hayne JJ rejected a submission that the Tribunal in that case should have made 
further inquiries. They did so on the basis that "[n ]o plausible and possible line of inquiry was 
suggested"[32]. They did not think it necessary to consider the premise of the submission, 
namely that the Tribunal was under an obligation to make further inquiries. Nor was it 
necessary to consider the limits of so-called Wednesbury unreasonableness[33]. 

24. Mason CJ and Deane J in Teoh also rejected the proposition that failure by a decision-maker to 
initiate inquiries could constitute a departure from common law standards of natural justice or 
procedural fairnessI3_1J. It is difficult to see any basis upon which a failure to inquire could 
constitute a breach of the requirements of procedural fairness at common law. The facts of this 
case, in any event, even considered without reference to §__42_2_B of the Migration i\ct, do not 
show a basis for a complaint of want of procedural fairness. 

25. Although decisions in the Federal Com1 concerned with a failure to make obvious inquiries 
have led to references to a ','d-ll,1:y tQjgg11ir.~", that tegn is apt to direct consideration away froq1 
the question whether the decision which is under review is vitiated by jurisdictional error. The 
duty imposed upon the Tribunal by the Migration Act is a duty to review. It may be that a 
failure to make an obvious inquiry about a critical fact, the existence of which is easily 
ascertained, could, in some circumstances, supply a sufficient link to the outcome to constitute 
a failure to review. If ~o, such a failure could give rise to jurisdictional error by constructiv~ 
failure to exercise jurisdiction[35]. It may be that failure to make such an inquiry results in a 
decision be1ng affected in some other way that manifests itself as jurisdictional error. It is not 
necessary to explore these questions of principle in this case. There are two reasons for that. 

26. The first reason is that there was nothing on the record to indicate that any further inquiry by 
the Tribunal, directed to the authenticity of the certificates, could have yielded a useful result. 
There was nothing before the Federal Magistrates Court or the Federal Court to indicate what 
information might be elicited if the Tribunal were to undertake the inquiry which was said to be 
critical to the validity of its decision. The inquiry suggested was telephone contact with the 
persons whose mobile telephone numbers were shown on the certificates. But the question 
whether the ce1iificates contained false statements as to authorship or otherwise would not be 
able to be determined by calls placed to those telephone numbers. If the respondents to the calls 
admitted to the Tribunal or its officers that the certificates contained false statements, then the 
grounds for a decision adverse to SZIAI would have been strengthened. If the respondents said 
that the contents were true, it would have added nothing to the statements effectively conveyed 
by the certificates themselves. The second reason is that the response made by SZIAI's 
solicitors to the Tribunal's letter of 14 January 2008 itself indicated the futility of fmiher 
inquiry. There was nothing that SZIAI or his solicitors were able to add, beyond a bare denial 



of what appeared in the National Ameer's letter. For these reasons there is no factual basis fot 
the conclusion that the failure to inquire consJituted a failure to undertake the statutory duty of 
review or that it was otherwise so unreasonab)fi!S to support a finding that the Tribunal's 
decision ,vas infected by jurisdictional enor. 

27. No issue ofprocedural fairness otherwise arises. SZIAI was given an oppmiunity to comment 
upon the National Ameer's letter and did so in the limited terms indicated. To invite SZIAI to a 
further hearing pursuant to s 425 of the _f\,ji_gn=ttiQJ1--"--~_t would have been an empty exercise. 
There was no such obligation in any event. The National Ameer's letter was by way of 
information that the Tribunal considered would be a reason, or paii of a reason, for affirn1ing 
the decision under review. It discharged its obligation, pursuant to s of the M_ig_rntign Act, 
by giving SZIAI the opportunity to comment on that infomrntion. The letter did not raise a new 
issue in the sense that that tennis used in _S 425, 

Conclusion 

28. For the preceding reasons this appeal should be allowed and the decision of the Federal Court 
set aside. 

29. A constitutional point raised about the validity of s 421 B of the Mig@tion Act does not need to 
be considered, having regard to the conclusions reached above on the procedural fairness 
arguments. 

30. HEYDON J. The crucial controversies between the parties in this Court turned on two 
arguments advanced by the first respondent ("the respondent"). 

The: rc:spondent's first argument: failure to make inquiries 

31. The first argument related to a failure of the Refugee Review Tribunal ("the Tribunal") to make 
certain inquiries of Mr Nuruzzaman, Mr Hossain and the Ahmadiyya Muslim Association 
Australia Inc[J6J. Mr Hossain signed a so-called "certification" dated 7 August 2006 produced 
to the Tribunal by the respondent as evidence of his involvement in the activities of an 
Ahmadiyya Muslim Jamaat in Bangladesh. Mr Nuruzzaman signed another so-called 
ce1iification of the same date produced by the respondent for the same purpose. These 
certifications were frequently called "certificates" in argument, and that description will be 
employed below. 

32. On 10 January 2008 the Ahmadiyya Muslim Association Australia Inc informed the Tribunal 
that it had received certain infonnation about the respondent. The infonnation was contained in 
a letter of 8 January 2008 from the National Ameer of the Ahmadiyya Muslim Jamaat, 
Bangladesh. The letter said: "our Khulna Jamaat infonned me that they could not find out [the 
respondent's] name in their record." The letter also said: ''Both the certificates submit by him 
are fake & forged." The respondent submitted that the failure of the Tribunal to make the 
inquiries was an error going to jurisdiction. 

The r~sponcie11t's second gtrgti.ment: new "issues" 

33. The second argument of the respondent was that an alternative jurisdictional error had been 
committed by the Tribunal. The argument pointed to the Tribunal's duty under~ 42_5J1} of the 
MigratiQn/lc.JJ958 (Cth) ("the ,Ac:_t"). It provides: 

"The Tribunal must invite the applicant to appear before the Tribunal to give 
evidence and present arguments relating to the issues arising in relation to 
the decision under review." 



In isolating the point of the respondent's second argument, it is necessary to bear in mind 
the procedural background. 

The backgr0t1nd 

34. The original decision of the appellant's delegate refusing the respondent the protection visa he 
sought was made as long ago as 18 August 2005. This appeal is the culmination of the 
respondent's third attempt to have that decision reviewed in his favour. The first attempt was an 
application to the Tribunal followed by an oral hearing on 16 November 2005. It resulted in the 
Tribunal affirming the delegate's decision on 8 December '.W05. However, that decision of the 
Tribunal was quashed by consent orders made by the Federal Magistrates Court. A second 
hearing then took place on 13 September 2006 before a differently constituted Tribunal. On 
26 October 2006 that Tribunal affirmed the delegate's decision. However, the respondent again 
enjoyed success in the Federal Magistrates Court: the second Tribunal's decision was quashed. 
A third hearing then took place before a differently constituted Tribunal on 9 November 2007. 
On 19 February 2008 that Tribunal upheld the delegate's decision. In essence it rejected all the 
respondent's claims on credibility grounds. Although an application for judicial review to the 
Federal Magistrates Court failed, the respondent succeeded in obtaining an order from the 
Federal Court of Australia allowing an appeal. From that order this appeal is brought. 

35. On what basis, then, did the respondent contend that the Tribunal should have given him a 
hearing additional to the third hearing he received on 9 November 2007? The basis is that a 
new "issue" arose after that hearing. At that hearing the Tribunal had before it Mr 
Nuruzzaman's ce1iificate (sent on 25 August 2006) and Mr Hossain's certificate (handed over at 
the hearing). The Tribunal questioned the authenticity of the certificates. It questioned the 
failure of the respondent to produce a letter from the Ahmadiyya Muslim Association Australia 
Inc confinning his faith and practice as an Ahmadi. It requested the respondent's consent to its 
contacting that Association. Five days later, on 14 November 2007, the respondent's 
representatives conveyed that consent (although they also submitted that the Tribunal was 
biased - an allegation not now persisted in). Accordingly, on 15 November 2007 the Tribunal 
sent a letter to the Ahmadiyya Muslim Association Australia Inc enclosing the certificates and 
asking various questions. On 10 January 2008 that Association responded, enclosing the letter 
of 8 January 2008 from the National Ameer of the Ahmadiyya Muslim Jamaat, Bangladesh, 
alleging that Mr Nuruzzaman's certificate and Mr Hossain's certificate were "fake & forged". 
The new "issue", creating a duty on the Tribunal to invite the respondent to a further hearing, 
was said in written submissions to be whether the certificates were in truth "fake & forged". In 
oral argument it was submitted that another new "issue" had arisen from the 8 January 2008 
letter-whether or not the respondent's name was in the Khulna Jamaat records. 

Failure to make further inquiries of Mr Nuruzzaman, Mr Hossain or the Ahmadiyy11 
Muslim Association Australia Inc 
------- ------

36. Whatever the general duty of the Tribunal to make inquiries, and whatever the impact of that 
duty might be on the conduct of the Tribunal in other circumstances, in the circumstances of 
this case there is no doubt that the Tribunal was not oblige1 to make any more inquiries than it 
did, Hence it is not necessary to seek to fomrnlate that duty in terms capable of application in 
other circumstances. 

37. The third Tribunal decision. The Tribunal was not obliged to make any more inquiries than it 
did for the following reasons. The third Tribunal decision occupied 28 closely typed pages. The 
operative part of it began by analysing in detail the way in which the respondent had put his 
case before the appellant's delegate. That case was that though he had been brought up as a 
Sunni Muslim, he had converted to the Ahmadi faith on 1 January 2000. He said he was a 
member of the Ahmadiyya Muslim Jamaat (Qadiani) and had "regularly followed all rituals 



performances with utmost respect". He was disowned by his family and close relatives. He and 
his family had been threatened with death. He had been badly injured by Sunni extremists. He 
had been subjected to false charges. An essential precondition to acceptance of the case so 
presented turned on the extent to which the respondent had practised his ne,v faith. 

38. The Tribunal then analysed in detail the respondent's evidence at the first and second hearings. 
It recorded one event before the second hearing which later assumed significance. The 
respondent produced an undated certificate from Mr Nuruzzaman "of the Ahmadiyya Muslim 
Jamaat in Khulna stating that he knew the [respondent], that the [respondent] had taken the 
bai'at (oath) at the Ahmadiyya Muslim Jamaat on 1 January 2000 'by my assistance' and that 
from that time he had 'engaged with all activities of our Jamaat'." 

39. The third Tribunal decision then recorded that after the second hearing the Tribunal requested 
that the respondent provide the following: 

"A letter, preferably in the form of a Statutory Declaration, from the Imam or 
other senior person at the Ahmadiyya mosque which you attend. This letter 
should state that you are known to the writer of the letter as a practising 
member of the Ahmadiyya faith, and should also state how long you have 
been attending the mosque and/or other activities in connection with the 
Ahmadiyya religion." 

On 12 October 2006 the respondent's solicitors replied in the following terms: 

"Our client has been unable to obtain the infonnation requested in the RRT's 
letter dated 13 September 2006. We note our client's claim that the mosque 
is not in the practice of issuing such letters for persons who enter Australia 
however, merely because the mosque will not issue a letter does not mean 
that our client is not of the Ahmadiyya faith. The applicant has provided 
evidence that he was practising his Ahmadiyya faith in Bangladesh. 
Furthermore, a friend has confirmed that the applicant attends a mosque.'' 

40. The Tribunal's reasons for decision then described in detail what had happened at the third 
hearing. In that hearing the Tribunal revealed considerable doubt about many aspects of the 
respondent's claims. It was sceptical about his failure to mention Mr Nuruzzaman in his original 
application to the delegate or in the first hearing. It inquired how his wife could have been 
ignorant of his faith ifhe had attended the Ahmadi mosque every Friday and other Ahmadi 
meetings. It told the respondent that he had told his story a number of times, and each time it 
was different. It commented on his failure to get a letter from the Ahmadi mosque he claimed 
to attend in Australia supporting his case even though it had verified that other applicants for 
refugee status were Ahmadis. In connection with Mr Nuruzzaman's certificate, it contended that 
forged or tiaudulently obtained documents were readily available in Bangladesh. 

41. The respondent's criticisms of the letters of 8 and I 0 Janua,y 2008. In this Court, counsei for 
the respondent, in his customary careful way, contended that the Tribunal's conclusion that the 
respondent was not a genuine Ahmadi was based on its acceptance of what the National Ameer 
of the Ahmadiyya Muslim Jamaat, Bangladesh, said in his letter of 8 January 2008 enclosed 
with the Ahmadiyya Muslim Association Australia Inc's letter of 10 January 2008. It is 
ce1iainly true that the Tribunal said in its reasons for decision more than once that it relied on 
"the information referred to in the Tribunal's letter dated 14 January 2008", and that letter 
referred to the National Ameer's letter of 8 January 2008. Counsel criticised the letters of 8 and 
10 January 2008, and the Tribunal's reasoning, in several ways. 

42. First, he said that the Tribunal's letter of 15 November 2007 to the Ahmadiyya Muslim 
Association Australia Inc had asked two questions. One was whether the respondent was 
"known to the Ahmadiyya lvfuslim Jamaal Bangladesh." The other was whether the respondent 
was known to the congregation of the Ahmadi mosque at Marsden Park, which the respondent 
claimed to attend every Friday. Counsel submitted to this Corni that the Association's reply of 



10 January 2008 did not answer either question. 
43. Secondly, counsel said that the inability of the Khulna Jamaat in Bangladesh to find the 

respondent's name in its records had to be analysed in the light of such questions as whether 
records of attendance at prayers were kept, and whether they were kept well. 

44. Thirdly, counsel contended that the 8 January 2008 letter revealed a misunderstanding about 
whether the certificates of Mr Nuruzzaman and Mr Hossain were in para materia with the 
certificates mentioned in the letter which could be issued in order to effectuate a transfer of a 
member of a Bangladeshi Jamaat to a Jamaat outside Bangladesh. 

45. Then counsel said that while a reference to the name of the respondent in the records of the 
Khulna Jamaat might establish that he was an Ahmadi, an absence of reference to his name did 
not establish that he was not. Counsel said that the Tribunal failed to understand this. 

46. Finally, counsel submitted that ''the material before the Tribunal standing alone did not provide 
a rational foundation for acceptance" of what it said were "two bare assertions", namely that the 
certificates were "fake & forged", and that since the respondent was not listed in the records of 
the Khulna Jamaat, he had not attended it. 

47. The criticisms considered. It is convenient to start with the last criticism. The Tribunal's 
conclusions were not arrived at by reference to "the material before the Tribunal standing 
alone". They were arrived at by examination of what was said in the respondent's original 
application, as well as ,vhat happened at each of the three hearings. They were also arrived at in 
the light of the response given by the solicitors for the respondent to the Tribunal's letter of 
14 January 2008. That letter was long and detailed: it filled seven closely typed pages and 
contained numerous mate1ial enclosures. It set out many alleged inconsistencies and difficulties 
in the respondent's position. It called for written comments on the problems identified. In 
particular, it drew attention to the letter of 8 January 2008, which was one of the enclosures. In 
the plainest terms it identified the damaging impact ,.vhich that letter had on the respondent's 
overall credibility as well as his particular claim to have been converted. It set 29 January 2008 
as the time by which the respondent's comments should be received, but it indicated that an 
extension could be requested. 

48. The respondent's solicitors were experienced in the particular field. They did not complain of 
any shmtage of time within which to reply. On 29 January 2008 they duly sent a response. But 
it was brief. The response merely conveyed the respondent's disagreement with the infom1ation 
forwarded. The response did not deal at all with the many points made which were distinct 
from the questions arising from the 8 January 2008 letter. Nor did it deal with that letter. In 
particular, although the arguments advanced by counsel for the respondent in this Court varied 
in their power, none of them were drawn to the Tribunal's attention. Counsel accepted that 
"some inference'' was available from this circumstance. In truth, a very strong inference is 
available, when the circumstances of the three hearings and the many difficulties being 
experienced by the Tribunal are borne in mind. The inference is that the Tribunal's points were 
not answered because the respondent's representatives had been unable to obtain from the 
respondent any instructions enabling them to be answered, and because they were incapable of 
answer. 

49. Further, the course which the respondent now says the Tribunal should have taken was not a 
course which his representatives asked the Tribunal to take in the letter of 29 January 2008. 
Although the respondent had noted at the 9 November 2007 hearing that Mr Nuruzzaman's 
certificate bore a telephone number which could be used to contact him, it did not seem that he 
urged that Mr Nuruzzaman actually be contacted. The correctness of the course which the 
respondent now advocates is diminished by the hindsight attached to it. 

50. The respondent's contention that the Tribunal should have made a further inquiry of the 
Ahmadiyya Muslim Association Australia Inc is without merit. It is plain that the Association 
viewed itself as having nothing to add to what it said on 10 January 2008. Its letter of that date 
needs to be read in the light of what it said in an earlier letter to the Tribunal dated 12 
December 2004. It said: 

"\Vhen any person approaches the National Ahmadiyya Association, for 
being attested as an Ahmadi, he is asked to provide his antecedents such as 



his name with parentage, his previous address, the name of 'Jamaat' (branch 
of the Association) to which he belonged, date of joining the Association - if 
not an Ahmadi by birth, and other infom1ation which he may like to supply 
to help verify his religious status. The infonnation supplied by him is passed 
on to the National Amir of his country, who then obtains verification from 
the Amir/President of the local 'Jamaat' to which he claims to have belonged. 
A letter of verification of being an Ahmadi is issued by us, on the basis of 
infonnation thus obtained. This procedure is followed in all cases unless I 
happen to know an applicant personally.'' 

It then said: "There is no other way to have the claim of a person of being an Ahmadi 
verified." The letters of 8 and 10 January 2008 revealed that a process of that kind had 
come to a dead end. Perhaps someone could have asked the Ahmadi_yya Muslim Jamaat 
in Bangladesh why it thought that the certificates were "fake & forged". But the 
respondent did not submit that the Tribunal should ask this, and in any event the 
respondent was in at least as good a position as the Tribunal to put the question. On his 
case, he was a victim of religious persecution, and he would have been seeking the 
assistance of senior office holders in the religious denomination being persecuted to 
avoid that persecution. 

51. If the respondent thought that the Association's answer in its letter of 10 January 2008 was 
incomplete or rested on a misunderstanding of the Tribunal's letter of 15 November 2007, those 
thoughts were not conveyed to the Tribunal with a view to further action on its part. And the 
respondent's contention that the issue of whether Mr Nuruzzaman and Mr Hossain had forged 
their certificates could be resolved by asking them whether they had in fact done so must be 
rejected. Those questions would not have been likely to receive illuminating answers. The only 
useful way forward was for the respondent to procure better material, from Bangladesh and 
Australia, demonstrating that his claims about his faith and practice were well-based. His 
representatives informed the Tribunal in their letter of 29 January 2008 that this was beyond his 
capacity. 

52. The question of whether the Tribunal should have made further inquiries must be assessed 
bearing in mind that it was for the respondent to demonstrate that his claims were genuine; it 
was not for the Tribunal to try to achieve a demonstration that he had failed to achieve. The 
respondent had procured the certificates in the first place. Those certificates purported to be 
from gentlemen who knew the respondent. The respondent, it could be assumed, would know 
whether Mr Nuruzzaman or Mr Hossain could provide any useful information in relation to the 
letter of 8 January 2008. The respondent was in at least as good a position as the Tribunal to 
contact those gentlemen. He was represented by solicitors. Despite the letter of 8 January 2008, 
the respondent did not ask the T1ibunal to contact either gentleman. It vvas not unreasonable for 
the Tribunal to proceed on the basis that if any further evidence was to be provided in support 
of the certificates, it would come from the respondent. 

53. The failure of the Tribunal to make the inquiries of which the respondent complains was not a 
jurisdictional eJTor. 

Section 425 - - ,_. - ------

54. In relation to pleadings filed in conventional litigation, lawyers are familiar with the difficulties 
that arise in practice in distinguishing between allegations of material fact (,vhich must be 
pleaded), some kinds of particulars of those allegations (which must be pleaded), other kinds of 
paiiiculars (which need not be pleaded, but must be supplied in correspondence if requested), 
and evidence of the material facts so pleaded and paiiicularised. It can be difficult to 
distinguish between the issues which disagreements about the relevant allegations throw up. 
Now a proceeding in the Tribunal seeking review of a decision by a delegate of the Minister 



refusing an application for a visa is not conventional litigation and is not subject to any rules of 
pleading. But similar difficulties can arise in distinguishing between sub-questions or sub
controversies within an issue and controversies about separate issues. In particular cases much 
debate could take place about how broadly or narrowly issues should have been, or were, 
perceived. 

55. Thefirst "nel'v" issue:forge,y. This appeal is not a suitable occasion on which to explore these 
problems in general or exhaustive tem1s. The question whether the certificates were "fake & 
forged'' was not a new issue which arose in a distinct way after the third hearing. In one sense it 
was arguably only a sub-issue of the general question: was the respondent converted to the 
Ahmadi faith as he claimed? It was clear from at least the third hearing that the Tribunal had 
the utmost scepticism about the respondent's position on that question. But it is not necessary to 
examine the proposition that forgery was only a sub-issue of the issue as to whether the 
respondent had been conve1ied. That is because if it is assumed in the respondent's favour that a 
wholly unforeseen claim that the certificates were forged which emerged after the third hearing 
might raise a new issue triggering ~125 - a proposition open to debate - the claim that the 
ce1iificates were forged in this case was not wholly unforeseen at that third hearing. At the third 
hearing the Tribunal drew attention to what it regarded as the belated emergence of Mr 
Nuruzzaman's asseverations - first in an undated certificate, then in the certificate dated 7 
August 2006. The Tribunal also referred, while Mr Nuruzzaman's certificate and the fabrication 
of the respondent's claim to be Ahmadi were under debate, to the supposed ready availability of 
forged or fraudulently obtained documents in Bangladesh. The respondent in this Comi 
appealed to a distinction between "a general proposition that in a particular country forged 
documents might be obtained and a specific proposition that these documents were fake and 
forged." But the context in which the Tribunal asse1ied the general proposition indicated that it 
had in mind the application of it to the particular certificates. It was to meet the supposed ready 
availability of forged or fraudulently obtained documents in Bangladesh that the Tribunal 
requested the respondent's consent to contacting the Ahmadiyya Muslim Association Australia 
Inc. That was because, as the Tribunal told the respondent, that Association "had told the 
Tribunal that they would verify a person's claims with the Ahmadiyya Jamaat to which he 
claimed to have belonged in Bangladesh so they were able to confinn whether someone was a 
genuine Ahmadi or not". That was a reference to the letter of 12 December 2004 quoted above 
1371. 

56. Far from the forgery of the ce1iificates being a fresh issue which arose after the third hearing, it 
was a live issue at that hearing. Indeed the material which eventually stated in tenns that the 
certificates were forged came to light because of the Tribunal's concern to bypass the 
possibility of further forgeries being perpetrated to support the genuineness of the certificates 
which the Tribunal suspected had been forged. 

57. The second "new" issue: the presence of the respondent's name in the Khulna Jamaal records. 
The second "new" issue which the respondent contended arose from the 8 January 2008 letter -
whether or not the respondent's name was in the Khulna Jamaat records - was not a new issue. 
The T1ibunal's reference during the third hearing to the letter of 12 December 2004 from the 
Ahmadiyya Muslim Association Australia Inc to the Tribunal makes it clear that the question of 
the status of the respondent with his Jamaat in Bangladesh, to which the Jamaat's records were 
relevant, was a live one at the third hearing. It was not a new issue raised after it. 

58. The Tribunal was right to give the respondent particulars of the 8 January 2008 letter (pursuant 
to s 424A(L}_(_ru_ of the Act), right to ensure by its very detailed and frank letter of 14 January 
2008 that the respondent understood why it was relevant (pursuant to s 424A(l and right 
to invite the respondent to comment on the 8 January 2008 letter (pursuant to ~424£JJ)Jc) L 
But the Tribunal was never asked by the respondent to give a fourth oral hearing. Of course, ifs 
4_25 imposed a duty, the failure to demand compliance with it would not negate its existence. 
But that failure does suggest that the application of s 425 to the circumstances of this case was 
not obvious. And, in truth, no obligation to give a fomih oral hearing, as distinct from an 
invitation to supply a written response, arose under s 425. 

(:QQcJusion 



59. The appeal should be allowed. 
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